June Activities Report
CLASS: PS & PP
WORLD ENVIRONMENT DAY
World Environment Day was celebrated by the Preschoolers virtually on 5 June
2021. Children not only fed birds with grains and water but also watered the plants.
Last but not the least, the tiny tots made beautiful posters in their scrap files to make
this occasion a special one.

Father's Day
A father is not only the strongest pillar of the family but an ideal for the child. He
always guides us towards the right path and showers unconditional love upon us.
To acknowledge this precious bond of love, we celebrated Father's Day on 17
June 2021 with our Kindergarten students. Students expressed their love for their
fathers by making beautiful cards which they thoroughly enjoyed. This activity
not only helped in strengthening the bond of the child with his / her father but
also helped to enhance the student’s emotional quotient and fine motor skills.

Flameless Cooking "Summer Delite”
Our pre-school and pre-primary children took
great interest in making a delicious dessert
named 'Fruit Custard &Pudding'. All mommies
helped the kids in cutting fruits and preparing
for the activity. The tiny tots did the layering
and made mouth-watering delicacy. Apart from
satisfying the taste buds of our learners, the
activity also taught them a new recipe.

Assembly on Summer Season
Children of pre-school and pre-primary participated in the 'Summer Season
Assembly' on 18 June 2021. They gave amazing presentations on summer drinks,
summer fruits, summer clothes, and equipment used in the summer season. This
activity helped in enhancing the vocabulary of the children and boosting their
confidence. They enjoyed learning about the summer season in a playful
technique.

Virtual tours
*Virtual Tour to Shimla*
On 14 June 2021 children of Pre-school and Pre-primary participated in an
activity named Virtual tour to Shimla. They enjoyed watching the view of
snowfall, mountains, and hills all around. They learnt about the city of Shimla
which is in Himachal Pradesh. It is a popular destination famous for its Victorian
architecture. Children were excited to see the snow-clad mountains,
stunningly rich greenery, and the toy train as a mode of transport to reach there.
The childrenenjoyed watching this virtual tour.

CLASS I, II & III
WORLD ENVIRONMENT DAY
Let's nurture nature so that we can have a better future.
On the occasion of WORLD ENVIRONMENT DAY, the students of classes I, II,
and III advocated for a greener environment and realized the importance of Nature
conservation.
All need to realize that every little deed matters when it comes to
saving the environment. The young Jaspalians of class 1 made a promising attempt
by crafting an aesthetic grass crown that sensitized them about the responsibility of
preserving our serene environment. This activity not only made the children aware of
the necessity of a clean and green environment but also encouraged them to leave no
stone unturned to work for nature's blessing.

Students of class II took a pledge to reduce the usage of plastic. They took the first
step in saving our environment by taking few old newspapers and making a
beautiful and useful paper bag.

Students of class III made bird feeders to provide food and water to the birds,
especially during extreme temperatures. Bird feeder gave them the opportunity to
observe the wonders of nature, taking a little break from the hustle and bustle of
life.

Class I Activty Chef- De Cuisine
“Cooking with kids is not just about ingredients, recipes, and cooking. It’s about
harnessing imagination, empowerment, and creativity.”
“Cooking without Fire” activity was held for the students of Class I. The
students participated enthusiastically in the activity and prepared a healthy dessert
in the class. Kids, with the support of their parents, presented their dessert in a
very creative manner. It was not just a treat for the eyes but the taste buds too.

CLASS II ACTIVITY
A joyous activity named ‘The Flying Wonder’ was conducted for the students
of Class II on 22 June 2021. Students created a colourful brochure on Flying
Wonders and shared it with their teachers. They learnt many new things related
to their favourite bird. Students used waste material to make the brochure look
more beautiful

Class III
Animal World
The animal kingdom is a huge treasure house for children. The students of Class
III explored the world of animals with an interesting activity named Animal
World. They created a poster to introduce their animal to the world which was a
mixture of two animals that already exist. This activity enhanced the creative and
thinking skills of the students. They also learnt about some interesting facts
related to the world of animals.

Assembly of Classes I, II and III
June 18, 2021
Determination
The key to success is hard work, faith,
and determination.
If you can dream it you can do it. We all have dreams. But, to make
dreams come true, it takes a lot of determination, dedication, self-discipline, and
effort.The assembly was aimed at propelling the young enthusiasts by laying
stress on the fact that we must never give up and always be prepared to struggle
and learn from our mistakes.
The assembly began with a prayer, followed by thought for the day. Students
spoke some lines on how they stay motivated and determined. Audiovisual link of
the story of King Bruce's Fall Seven Times Stand Up Eight was shown
highlighting how King Bruce learnt the lesson of determination by looking at the
spider. The assembly concluded with a beautiful song on Determination. It was a
pleasant assembly which brought a smile on each and everyone's face.

Magic Words
A class assembly titled Magic Words was conducted by the students of
classes I, II, and III on 25 June 2021.
Assembly began with a prayer followed by a thought of the day.
Children learnt the value and importance of Magic words like ‘sorry’, ‘please’,
‘thank you, and ‘excuse me’ in their daily life. The students enthusiastically gave a
presentation highlighting the meaning and importance of the golden words. They
learnt why these are called magic words. Assembly was concluded with a song on
magic words. Students were shown a story on Magic Words. Students of Class III
also wrote a poem on ‘ Manners’.They took a pledge that they would use these
words in their daily life. They enjoyed listening to a story and song emphasizing the
importance of the magic words in our lives.

Virtual tours
Virtual tour held on Friday, June 11, 2021 report for Classes I, II, and III.
Classes I and II
“Sunshine on my Mind”
A special assembly "Summer Bonanza" was organized which was attended by the
children with great enthusiasm. They showed and talked about the exotic
summer fruits that they enjoy the most in this season and relished the fruit salad at
the end of the assembly. They learnt about the clothes worn, refreshing summer
drinks, and the host of activities enjoyed during the summer season.
The children of classes I and II were taken on a virtual visit to the “Queen of Hills
– Mussoorie”. The children were excited about the visit as they sat with their bag
packs and hats for the virtual journey. They had fun visiting Mall Road and the
milky white “Kempty Falls”.
They got nostalgic and shared their experiences of visiting a hill station with
their families.

“Cause a little bit of Summer is what the whole year is all about "
The students of Class III celebrated the spirit of summer by making an exotic
fruit punch. They were taken on a virtual tour to one of the most beautiful hill
stations in India - KASHMIR. They were apprised about the ten most beautiful
hill stations in India by the teacher. They also watched a beautiful story on
summer vacation and danced to the summer season song.

Competitions
Fashion Technova - Class I
The students of Class I actively participated in the tech-fashion fancy dress contest
and dressed up as their favourite gadgets! They created their avatars of the
technology that has been helping us in the current times. Some children dressed
up as a laptop or smartphone while others showcased new technologies like
smartwatches and apps like zoom. All ofthem explained about their respective
gadgets with great enthusiasm and gave their best performance!

Class II Competition for June
Each one has a special power that makes them unique.

Taking this thought forward, the students of Class II participated in
the ‘Hero for a Cause’ competition with great fervor. The students dressed up as
super-hero characters and explained how their powers are a boon to humanity.
The exercise instigated a sense of gratitude and social welfarein the students. Our
young citizens realized that we all have superpowers. Moreover, the will to help
society is the foremost condition to make one a successful hero.

Class III
The competition on “Tech Fashion Fancy Dress” was conducted in class III.
The students were asked to dress up in the avatar of the technology like a machine,
an application, a gadget, etc. This competition helped the students to understand the
importance of technology in modern life that how they could make their lives
easier.

WORLD ENVIRONMENT
DAY
CLASS IV& V

A greener environment always ensures a better place for everyone. We must
always strive to protect our environment and keep it clean. With this motto, our
school celebrated World Environment Day on 5 June and 6 June 2021 virtually.
Students enthusiastically participated in various activities assigned to them.
Students of classes IV and V made organic birdfeeders for their winged friends.
All the activities turned out well. Students’ love for Mother Earth got reflected in
their work.

Assembly of Classes IV & V
Date 19-6-2021
Topic- Restore Our Earth

